Dear Tom,

Further to the Department’s letter of 29 March, I am writing to update you on the Government’s progress to transition existing international agreements with third countries as we prepare to leave the EU. (The enclosed list details this progress, all of which will be published on gov.uk shortly).

39 agreements have now completed the scrutiny process under the Constitutional Reform and Governance Act (2010), with the following completing this week:

- Trade and Partnership Agreement with Israel
- Agreement with Switzerland on Citizens’ Rights
- Trade agreement with Liechtenstein

As you will know, a free trade agreement with Norway and Iceland and a citizens’ rights agreement with the EEA EFTA states for a no deal scenario have recently been signed.

Furthermore, I am pleased to inform you that the agreement with Indonesia on Forest, Law Enforcement, Trade and Governance (FLEGT) has now been signed and will shortly begin the parliamentary scrutiny process.

As explained in previous letters, for those agreements that will not be in place, or will carry a gap in a no deal scenario, work is continuing to mitigate the impacts and Departments will continue to provide as much clarity as possible in the run up to our Exit from the EU.

My department will continue to provide updates on a regular basis. I would, of course, be glad to meet you to discuss any questions you may have on this programme of work.

I will deposit this letter and the attached appendix in the House Library. I am also writing to the Chairs of the European Scrutiny Committee, Foreign Affairs Committee and the Procedure Committee as well as the Chairs of the European Union Committee, the Constitution Committee and the Secondary Legislation Scrutiny Committee in the House of Lords.
KWASI KWARTENG MP
PARLIAMENTARY UNDER SECRETARY OF STATE FOR EXITING THE EUROPEAN UNION
### Norway and Iceland Trading Arrangements
Norway and Iceland signed an agreement to maintain the current trading arrangements between the two countries, which will continue to be in place for the time being. There is ongoing engagement with Third Countries to update the list of agreements.

**Name** | **Description** | **Status** | **Additional Comments** | **Lead Department** | **Country** | **Source**
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
Norway and Iceland | Agreement signed on 2nd April 2019 and will be subject to parliamentary scrutiny. For further information please contact euexit@trade.gov.uk. | Ongoing | None | FCO | Norway, Iceland | Agreement signed on 2nd April 2019 and will be subject to parliamentary scrutiny. For further information please contact euexit@trade.gov.uk.

### Partnership and Cooperation Agreement between the European Communities and the Republic of Azerbaijan

**Name** | **Description** | **Status** | **Additional Comments** | **Lead Department** | **Country** | **Source**
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
Armenia-Comprehensive-and-Enhanced Partnership Agreement | This agreement reaffirms relations with Armenia by providing a framework for dialogue and cooperation to allow for enhanced conditions for some aspects of trade. | Ongoing | None | FCO | Armenia | Armenia-Comprehensive-and-Enhanced Partnership Agreement

### Partnership and Cooperation Agreement between the European Communities and the Republic of Azerbaijan

**Name** | **Description** | **Status** | **Additional Comments** | **Lead Department** | **Country** | **Source**
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
Partnership and Cooperation Agreement | This agreement reaffirms relations with Azerbaijan by providing a framework for dialogue and cooperation to allow for enhanced conditions for some aspects of trade. | Ongoing | None | FCO | Azerbaijan | Partnership and Cooperation Agreement between the European Communities and the Republic of Azerbaijan.
| Political Dialogue and Cooperation Agreement between the European Union and the Republic of Cuba | This agreement reaffirms relations with Cuba by providing a framework for dialogue and cooperation. Will not be in place, engagement ongoing | FCO | Cuba | Political Dialogue and Cooperation Agreement between the European Union and its Member States, of the one part, and the Republic of Cuba, of the other part |
| Partnership and Cooperation Agreement between the European Communities and the Republic of Moldova | This agreement reaffirms relations with Moldova by providing a framework for dialogue and cooperation. Will in place | FCO | Moldova | FCO | Partnership and Cooperation Agreement between the European Union and its Member States, of the one part, and the Republic of Moldova, of the other part |
| Moldova Air Services Arrangement | This arrangement provides the legal basis for flight between the UK and Moldova. Will in place | DfT | Moldova | DfT | MEMO 2004/232/EC – Air Traffic Management (Arrangements) (Arrangements) |
| Enhanced Partnership and Cooperation Agreement between the European Union and the Republic of Uzbekistan | This agreement reaffirms relations with Uzbekistan by providing a framework for dialogue and cooperation. Will in place | FCO | Uzbekistan | FCO | Enhanced Partnership and Cooperation Agreement between the European Union and its Member States, of the one part, and the Republic of Uzbekistan, of the other part |
| EU-Singapore Partnership and Cooperation Agreement (ESPCA) | This agreement reaffirms relations with Singapore by providing a framework for dialogue and cooperation. Will not be in place, engagement ongoing | FCO | Singapore (EU-Singapore Partnership and Cooperation Agreement (ESPCA)) | FCO | EU-Singapore Partnership and Cooperation Agreement (ESPCA) |
| Partnership and Cooperation Agreement between the EU and Turkmenistan (PCA) | This agreement reaffirms relations with Turkmenistan by providing a framework for dialogue and cooperation to allow for enhanced conditions for some aspects of trade. Will in place, engagement ongoing | FCO | Turkmenistan | FCO | Partnership and Cooperation Agreement between the EU and Turkmenistan (PCA) |
| Partnership and Cooperation Agreement establishing a Partnership between the European Communities and the Republic of Indonesia | This agreement reaffirms relations with Indonesia by providing a framework for dialogue and cooperation to allow for enhanced conditions for some aspects of trade. Will in place, engagement ongoing | FCO | Indonesia | Indonesia | Indonesia FLEGT |